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Jefferson: Columbian Walnut (CO) veneer with 
Liberty (ALB) pull, Jefferson (C2) edge profile, 
and without optional Molding.

Jefferson echoes history and creates 

a timeless foundation for today’s 

sophisticated work place. Finely crafted 

in select solids with walnut veneers, 

the tailored details of this collection 

accentuates our expert craftsmanship and 

perfect attention to every detail.

An expansive collection of modular wall 

components allows size customization 

to meet the needs of individual office 

storage requirements. Choose from glass, 

grille, wood, or open bookcase upper 

storage units and box/box/file, file/file, or 

door cabinet lower storage units.

Modern 
Traditional.
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Jefferson: Artisan Walnut (AW) veneer 
with Jefferson (JEF) pull, Jefferson (C2) 
edge profile, and optional Molding. Seating: 
Halsted 168 in CF Stinson Oscillate, Kalamata 
and Breman 184PB in Conneaut Davenport, 
Cream.

A broad selection of desk shapes and 

component sizes combine in U and L 

configurations allowing customized 

floor plans that fit any office footprint. 

Conference tables add to the collection’s 

versatility.

Timeless 
Excellence.

Jefferson: Espresso Walnut (EW) veneer with 
Jefferson (C2) edge profile. Seating: Benton 
2562 and 256 in Mayer Botanica, Dew.

Conversations find meaning in well 

appointed spaces when Jefferson 

occasional tables are paired with Benton 

Lounge Seating.  
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Warm greetings begin with Cameo 

Reception offering options to 

complement Jefferson Casegoods.

Jefferson: Columbian Walnut (CO) veneer 
with Liberty (ALB) pull, Jefferson (C2) edge 
profile, and optional Molding. Seating: 
Breman 184PB in Conneaut Davenport, Cream.

Astonishingly elegant, P tops feature 

beautiful cabaret column legs, inspired 

by artisans past. Old traditions become 

new when combined with contemporary 

function. Today’s technology is easily 

integrated with standard grommets 

located in back panels to cleanly route 

cords away from worksurfaces.

Radiant Style.

Cameo Reception: Columbian Walnut (CO) 
veneer with Liberty (ALB) pull, Jefferson (C2) 
edge profile, and optional Molding. Seating: 
Reminisce 112TB in Conneaut Davenport, Cream.

Writing Shelf 
All desk pedestals include an extendable pull-
out writing shelf that expands worksurface 
area for immediate tasks at hand.

File Drawers 
File drawers feature heavy duty full extension 
slides that support heavy loads and provide 
entire drawer access. Desk file drawers allow 
for double letter side-to-side filing.

Molding 
Choose with molding for a complete tradional 
look or find a modern flair with no molding.  
All moldings are hand applied.

Door Inserts 
Hutch and bookcase doors take a modern twist 
with Cracked Ice glass or Aluminum Mesh Grille.

Select grade American walnut veneers with 
choice of five finishes.

Hardwood edge rims with mitered corners 
provide a solid, lasting top with a consistent 
finish appearance.

A durable, high quality, multi-step finish process 
accentuates grain clarity and provides superior 
resistance to normal worksurface wear.

Chassis consists of mortise and tenon pedestal 
construction with all joints securely fastened 
with glued hardwood rails, metal brackets, and 
screws. This superior construction offers tight 
tolerances for long term product durability and 
stability.

All drawer slides carry a lifetime warranty. 
Box drawers feature 3/4 extension slides. File 
drawers feature full extension slides.

Hardwood drawer interiors feature french 
dovetail drawer construction and are sanded 
and finished for smoothness.

Finish Options

Legacy Walnut
LW

Harvest Walnut
HW

Artisan Walnut
AW

Mahogany on Walnut
MW

Presidential Walnut
PW

Columbian Walnut
CO

Studio Teak
TK

      Available in High Pressure Laminate Tops. (L)

Edge Options

Jefferson
C1

Jefferson
C2

Pull Options

Jefferson
JEF

Liberty
ALB

All units ship with decorative pencil molding unless specified “without molding”. 
Please denote “No Molding” on purchase order. Modular components offer molding 
as an option and at an upcharge.
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Jefferson Casegoods and Cameo 

Conference work seamlessly together 

whether a meeting requires privacy or 

collaboration. Choose silver nail trim  

and silver casters on comfortable  

seating options.

Jefferson (above): Artisan Walnut (AW) 
veneer with Liberty (ALB) pull, Jefferson (C2) 
edge profile, and optional Molding. Seating: 
Breman 184PB in Conneaut Davenport, Cream.

Cameo Reception (right): Espresso Walnut 
(EW) veneer with Jefferson (C2) edge profile. 
Seating: Amery 152 in Espresso Walnut (EW) 
veneer with CF Stinson Radiance, Walnut.
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